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Disclaimer
This document, the "Readoo White Paper", is for reference only. It is neither a document of offer nor an invitation to invest in the Readoo project or its related products
or services, including but not limited to $REO tokens.
The Readoo project aims to disrupt the existing online book industry through its
innovative decentralized alternatives. However, we cannot guarantee the success of
this project, which depends on various other factors beyond the control of the
Readoo project. You shall take the corresponding risks yourself. The Readoo team
will not take any responsibility if you fail to achieve the expected goals through this
project. We will do our very best to ensure that you get the most enjoyable experience with our products and services.

If you are reading the Readoo White Paper, please confirm that you understand:
1. The Readoo White Paper is not an investment document, it’s solely serving the
purpose of providing information about the Readoo project.
2. This white paper contains statements of foresight, the meaning or subsequent
explanations of which may not be exact statements of fact.
3. This White Paper contains data and reference materials obtained from third-party
sources. Although we believe that these data are accurate and reliable, they have not
been independently audited, verified or analyzed by any legal, accounting, or financial consultant. The accuracy, reliability or completeness of the data cannot be guaranteed.
4. The regulatory status of blockchain products and blockchain assets has not yet
been determined. There are differences between jurisdictions and there are major
uncertainties. Certain laws, regulations or policies related to blockchain products and
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blockchain assets may be implemented in the future. These laws, regulations or policies will directly or indirectly affect or restrict the blockchain asset holders’ right to
acquire, hold, sell, transfer, trade, or use blockchain assets. You should independently
assess the nature of the relevant risks and your own capabilities.
5. You must consult a lawyer, accountant, tax professional or any other professional
advisor before making any investment or financial participation in the Readoo project
or any of its related products or services, and you act solely on your own judgment.
6. The members of the Readoo team do not assume any liability, financial or otherwise, arising from the actions of any direct or indirect third parties to the Readoo
project.
7. The content of this white paper is subject to change and may be modified/updated
in part or in whole from time to time in the content and design. The right to make
changes/modifications to the content or design belongs solely to the Readoo team.
8. This white paper and all its related materials are published in English. The translated versions are not certified in any way and we do not guarantee the accuracy or
completeness of any translation. In the event of any inconsistency between the translated version of this white paper and the English version, the English version shall
prevail.
9. This white paper document may not be transmitted or distributed in whole or in
part by any means without prior written consent from the Readoo team.
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Industry Background
According to a Statista report, the global online book industry generated more than
USD 16.1 billion in revenue in 2021 and continues to grow. With increased user
penetration, the market is expected to reach $18.4 billion in volume by 2025, and the
number of e-book readers will exceed 1.1 billion.

As a part of the online book market, the online novel market has enjoyed rapid
development in recent years. Many users long for free books and read-for-free is
becoming a new trend. The free novel model has been a success in the Chinese
market. China's Tomato Novel, owned by Byte Dance, was first launched in 2019
and the number of its average daily active users has reached 50 million in just three
years. Qimao Novel, invested by Baidu, also has more than 20 million daily average
active users. Globally, the free novel market has more than 150 million average daily
active users and thus has a great potential.

In marked contrast to the growing market, the average royalty income for writers has
been declining over the past five years. The market is slowly becoming dominated by
a handful of online reading apps and their parent companies. With the formation of
such an "oligarchy", it will put the writers in a sorry plight. The digital industry has
been plagued by uneven revenue distribution and lack of copyright protection, and
thus, it needs a more open and transparent distribution model which will protect the
interests of multiple parties.

We have always believed that "traditional products + blockchain" is likely to give
birth to a new industry. Thanks to the continuous development of blockchain technology, we are given the chance to experiment on combining online fiction with the
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aforementioned technology. Readoo's vision is to create a decentralized content
ecosystem for fictions that is open and neutral. Thereby, through blockchain technology, it will gradually realize the scenario of Web3, and address the concerns of writers and readers about platform monopoly and data transparency.

Readoo: An Overview
Readoo is the first decentralized online fiction platform built on Solana.
It is a free community for writing and reading. We help writers publish and profit
from their stories, while readers can read all fictions for free by watching ads and
earn platform token rewards. By introducing blockchain into the community, we can
maximize protection on the rights of both writers and readers.

Product Form
Readoo will use mobile app as the main product form to create a decentralized
next-gen fiction platform. We hope to carry this out in the simplest possible way, so
that users would only need to use it like a traditional app, since the complex blockchain technology still seems to be enigmatic to the general public.

The Readoo APP is available in Android and iOS versions, with complete novel
reading functions, which can be downloaded in GooglePlay and AppStore. However,
currently it is only an ordinary online reading APP without applying the blockchain
technology, so our technical team is still developing it according to the plan.
We will release a new version in Q1 2022. The functions planned to be launched
include but are not limited to: wallet, author contribution, interactive rewards, invitation competitions, NFT transactions, etc.
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User Role
In the Readoo ecosystem, everyone can participate in the ecological construction as
any of the following roles with equal rights. Through reasonable design of rules, the
role of Readoo users is no longer just a platform user, but also a member of shared
interests with the platform.

Writer
The writer is the main producer of contents offered by the platform and the provider
of core values, who should receive most of the benefits. Writers can freely publish
original novel content on Readoo and enjoy the rewards they deserve, without the
need to follow the harsh requirements of traditional platforms. Writers can also transform novels into NFTs for transactions, and earn profits by selling copyrights.

Reader
Readers are consumers of contents offered by the platform and the main users of
Readoo APP. The free novels on Readoo platform provide them with value. It is
beneficial for them to read novels without paying. On the other hand, readers should
be repaid as they spend their precious time and attention on watching advertisements
when using Readoo APP. To encourage reading, readers can also earn rewards by
reading and doing tasks. Given the double effect of free novels and reward policies,
we believe that readers will grow rapidly. The more readers, the higher the popularity
of the platform, and the value of the platform will be improved consequently.

Promoter
Everyone can participate in the promotion of Readoo APP as a promoter. Inviting
new users to use Readoo, promoters can receive generous rewards.
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Investor
Investors purchase NFTs of novels from authors to get the ownership. If a novel
achieves good business success, both the investors and the authors will profit from it.
In addition, investors can earn more through pledge activities.

NFT
Each NFT (Non-Fungible Token) is unique. It is a proof of copyrights of recording
and storing digital products and is widely accepted in the fields of digital products
such as artworks and music. Authors’ and investors’ ownership of online novels are
also assured with NFT on Readoo.

Genesis NFT
At the early stage of the Readoo Project, 10,000 Genesis NFTs will be sold to investors. Genesis NFT holders will be our original investors and have the rights to check
new functions, participate in IDO and lucky draw activities, and get passive income
from Genesis NFTs. The detailed plan will be published at the same time as the first
batch of Genesis NFT is on sale.

Novel NFT
Authors can create an NFT, which represents the copyright of novels, for each of
their works. Novel NFTs can be transferred to others or be sold in the NFT market.
Novel NFT holders have the ownership of the novels. That readers read novels on
Readoo will continuously create revenue from advertising and reader rewards, which
will be distributed to authors and NFT holders.
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Insurance Rules
Income Detention
Infringement is strictly prohibited on Readoo. All works published by authors will be
supervised by all users. Authors can check their income balance after publishing their
work while the balance will not be available for withdrawal until next month. All
income will be transferred to authors’ accounts if no infringement is related to them.

Currency Withdrawal Control
In order to prevent users from malicious behavior and encourage them to improve
their reputation level, the amount of token transfer will be set according to the user's
account level, and users with a low credit level will have a lower withdrawal amount
limit or even not be able to withdraw their tokens.

Risk Content Management
Users can directly report violations such as pornography, violence, copyright
infringement or any risky content. Once the content is confirmed as inappropriate, it
will not be displayed on the front-end, offenders involved will be sanctioned accordingly, and heroes who report risky content will be rewarded. The founding team will
temporarily act as the arbitrator in the initial stage of platform creation to ensure the
healthy development of the platform. When the platform is stable, it will gradually
turn to community autonomy.
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Token Economics
$REO is the token of the Readoo platform, which represents the right to use the
Readoo platform and its surrounding ecological functions. The $REO token is a fixed
supply and deflationary SPL token running on the Solana blockchain. The structure
of the $REO token economy is designed to promote Readoo platform governance and
user participation, so we have allocated most of the token supply to user incentives,
project marketing, and technology development.

Token distribution
Type: SPL Token on Solana
Ticker: REO
Total supply: 10,000,000,000 (fixed supply)
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Token sale
1.3 billion $REO is used for sales. All the funds raised will be used for Readoo's
research and development and promotional expenses. The specific plan will be
announced before the sale.
Incentive pool
Used to motivate users to create content and participate in ecological contribution. It
is initially locked by the smart contract and released gradually over time. 10% of the
balance of the incentive pool is released every year, that is: 300 million $REO is
released in the first year; 270 million $REO is released in the second year, and so on,
forever.
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Marketing
Used to invite users, attract and motivate opinion leaders to increase the activity of
the platform. The early invitation and reward plan is the most powerful, and it will
gradually decrease in the later period depending on the operation situation. The use of
the marketing pool should be completely transparent, and the use of it should be
disclosed on a regular basis.
Foundation
The $REO held by the Readoo Foundation will ensure the continuous technological
development of the Readoo platform and subsidize operating costs.
Team
The 1.5 billion $REO will be granted to Readoo's development and operations team.

The role of $REO
Reward literacy creation
In order to encourage literary creation, authors who publish novels can receive $REO
token rewards. The more people read the work, the more rewards the author will get.
These $REOs are gradually released by the system from the incentive pool according
to established rules, and the number of daily releases is limited, so all authors compete against each other for limited $REO rewards.
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Reward APP users
Users shall can get diamonds by reading novels and doing tasks in the Readoo APP.
And the diamonds can be exchanged for $REO tokens in a certain proportion.
Rewarding user for certain behaviors in the APP will grow users rapidly. The more
users grown within the platform, the higher the author's writing enthusiasm. This is
conducive to the formation of a virtuous circle on the platform.
Reward promoters
Promoters get $REO token rewards by inviting new users to use Readoo. The actual
amount of rewards the promoters get is determined by the quality of the new users
they invite. The amount of rewards will decrease year by year according to established rules, because the earlier stage the platform is at, the more the platform needs
to rely on $REO rewards to quickly acquire users.
Reward interaction
Readers can use $REO to reward their favorite novels or authors, which is an effective way of interaction between readers and authors. Rewards for excellent novels
and excellent authors will help form a good community atmosphere on the platform.
Get privileges
Privileges can be obtained by holding or consuming $REO, such as unlocking
Readoo App Premium, displaying messages in bright colors, and so on. As the project
develops, we will give $REO a broader role and enhance the ecological value of
$REO.
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Token burning
The purpose of token burning is to make $REO a deflationary token to encourage
users to hold $REO. The token destruction mechanism will reduce the total supply of
$REO, continue to tilt the supply and demand relationship of $REO, and strengthen
the price support factor of $REO in the secondary market. And the higher the price of
$REO, the higher the total value the system uses to reward users every day, thereby
increasing the enthusiasm of users.

After deducting the operating costs of the Readoo platform, we will use 100% of the
net proceeds to buy back $REO tokens and destroy them permanently. Other destruction methods will be gradually added during the operation of the platform. The
destruction mechanism will continue until 50% of the total supply of $REO is
destroyed. It needs to be stated that the amount, time, and timing of the repurchase
will depend on many factors, and related matters will be announced in the future.
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Roadmap
Phase 1 (Q3 2021)
It was a learning process for us as our team fully researched the feasibility of the
Readoo project and actively explored technical solutions with experts. Ultimately we
chose Solana as our blockchain smart contract provider.
Phase 2 (Q4 2021)
The project team worked on the initial version of the white paper and the official
project website was launched. This marks the official launch of our project and we
look forward to receiving positive feedback on all aspects of our project.
Phase 3 (Q1 2022)
The Genesis NFT was released to attract early users to participate in the project.
Complete the development of the main functions of the Readoo APP and launch a test
version. We will then prepare for the launch of IDO.
Phase 4 (Q2 2022)
The project entered formal operation. At this stage, we will strive to make the number
of APP monthly active users reach 1 million. At the same time, we will work harder
on the marketing aspect of the project.
Phase 5 (Q3 - Q4 2022)
Readoo will enter a rapid development phase, where we will continue to improve the
project and add more innovative features. During this phase, our goal is to reach 5
million active users per day.
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More information
Website: https://readoo.io/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/ReadooApp
Telegram Channel: https://t.me/ReadooChannel

Genesis NFT
is coming soon...
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